to the memory of Professor Edward Otto
Int roduct ion
The aim of this paper is to construct a field on the horizon of 3-dimensionai hyperbolic space and coordinatize the space over the field we obtain. Our construction is a natural analogue hyperparallel. Denote by ffj, the symmetry with axis K. Let 0,1,® be three distinct ends. Then we define for ends a,0 * a> = I iff 7u« = ff Uua)<eUup) (»uO).
We obtain -a = 1 iff JTu® = 6Q ua> (au®) , i.e.
-a = J iff f = a = 0 or au) j-Oua>.
a > 0 iff 0, ® does not separate 1, a* (the horizon can be protectively ordered). 
and extend this by 
Basic notions and notations
The geometry we shall be concerned with is the 3-dimensional 
Analytical interpretation of hyperbolic geometrical notions
To describe hyperbolic geometry in terms of the field we -1119 - field.
-1120 -
Hyperbolic geometry
Practically this Hearts that one can investigate 3-dinensional hyperbolic geometry analytically with the help of complex fields.
